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Foreword 
 
The present report aims to provide a comprehensive picture of the pandemic situation of COVID-19 in the 
EU countries, and to be able to foresee the situation in the next coming days. We provide some figures and 
tables with several indexes and indicators as well as predictions for the next days. We also include a brief 
analysis of the global situation, as well as the highlights for European countries. On Fridays, we prepare a full 
analysis of a specific topic. 

As for the predictions, we employ a validated empirical model based on the Gompertz growth. The model 
does not pretend to interpret the causes of the evolution of the cases but to permit the evaluation of the 
quality of control measures made in each state and a short-term prediction of trends. Note, however, that 
the effects of the measures’ control that start on a given day are not observed until approximately 7-14 days 
later. 

We show an individual report with 7 graphs and a summary table with the main indicators for different 
countries and regions. Only reliable predictions that accomplish with the quality criteria are included. 
Methodological details are given in the Methods section, at the end of the report. 
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Situation and highlights 

Global situation 

In our analysis on May 12th, we assessed 
the situation in South America. Today we 
once again focus our attention on this 
continent. In the plots you can easily see 
the daily incidence level per 105 
inhabitants (abscissa axis) and the 
consequences of this incidence in terms 
of weekly mortality per 106 (ordinate 
axis). The red lines delimit a square 
(20x20) where countries within its 
borders are no longer in a complicated 
situation.  

Last May 12th (see first plot), our analysis 
of South America showed how a lot of 
them had a rather complex situation with an 
incidence of approximately twice the current 
one. The most notable feature was the high 
mortality rate, with about 60 deaths per week 
per million inhabitants. Repeating the analysis 
with current data and using the same type of 
diagram, we see a significant epidemiological 
improvement (see second plot, note that the 
axes limits are different).  

The incidence is now about half, and mortality 
has been reduced by a quarter. We can 
associate this improvement with vaccination 
campaigns. Vaccination campaigns protecting 
the most susceptible people to severe diseases 
have been the engine of declining mortality 
everywhere. We note how virtually all countries 
are already in the box (20x20). Only Suriname, 
Guyana and French Guiana are far away. All 
these countries are small in terms of 
population. In the next page, we zoom in the 
square. Uruguay is clearly the country in the 
best situation. Along with Chile, they have a 
very high level of vaccination.  

One fact that is really surprising is the alignment 
that is observed between most points in the 
graphs, this is simply showing us that the 
quotient between the number of deaths and 
the number of cases is similar between different countries. We find that, as countries improve, they are 
moving towards the origin of coordinates while maintaining the quotient of the two magnitudes. The 
incidence in the countries of South America (10 new daily cases per 100,000 inhabitants) is of the same order 
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of magnitude as we have in the EU+EFTA+UK 
countries (15 new daily cases per 100,000 
inhabitants). Even better in South America 
than in EU+EFTA+UK. In contrast, the number 
of deaths is clearly worse, in South America we 
have 14 weekly deaths per million, while in 
EU+EFTA+UK we have only 1.2 weekly deaths 
per million. This is partly a consequence of the 
different levels of vaccination between the 
two sides of the Atlantic, and partly a 
consequence of the different characteristics of 
the health systems between European and 

South American countries.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Highlights 

• The decrease observed in the UK the last week has stopped.  
• Highest 14-day mortality is observed in Bulgaria (137 deaths per 106 inhabitants reported), a high 

value that could be biased by some kind of update. Other countries with high mortality are Lithuania 
(80), Romania and Belgium (55), and Latvia, Croatia and the UK (≈30). 

• Most of Eastern countries are still in an increasing trend, with a ρ7>1. Nevertheless, Poland and 
Hungary report the lowest EPG index risk in the set of countries. 

• Reported ICUs are increasing in Slovenia (30 % last week), Bulgaria (7%), Austria and Ireland (12%), 
and Estonia (4). 

  

New daily 
cases per 105 

inhabitants

Weekly 
deaths per 

million
Argentina 21.7 22.7
Bolivia 6.4 6.2
Brazil 17.9 18.4
Chile 6.9 6.0
Colombia 6.0 4.9
Ecuador 10.8 12.1
French Guiana 29.2 50.2
Guyana 51.6 53.4
Paraguay 11.0 3.6
Peru 8.0 7.3
Suriname 60.6 69.9
Uruguay 2.3 2.3
Venezuela 3.4 3.4

South America 14.0 14.0
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Situation and trends per country 

Maps of current situation in EU countries. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 

• Cumulative incidence: total number of reported cases per 100,000 inhabitants 
• A14: Cumulative incidence last 14 days per 100,000 inhabitants (active cases) 
• ρ7: Empiric reproduction number  
• EPG: Effective Potential Growth (𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸𝐸 = 𝐴𝐴14 · 𝜌𝜌7) 

Cumulative incidence A14 

  
ρ7 EPG 
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Tables of current situation in EU countries. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 

Incidence, mortality and epidemiological indexes. 

Table of current situation in some EU provinces. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 

(1) ρ7 is the empiric reproduction number. (2) EPG stands for Effective Growth Potential, which is the
product of reported cumulative incidence of last 14 days per 105 inhabitants by ρ7 (empiric reproduction number).
Biocom-Cov degree is an epidemiological situation scale based on the level of last week’s mean daily new cases
(https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/189661, https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/189808).
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Situation of hospitalisations and ICUs in some EU countries. The analysis is done for those countries that 
report a historical series with current (active) number of patients in hospitals and ICUs1. We provide: 

• Current active hospitalisations and patients in ICU per 100,000 inhabitants.
• Current absolute number of active hospitalisations and patients in ICU.
• Rate of occupation of curative care hospital beds by Covid-19 patients (data from Eurostat 20182),

only for hospitalisations.
• Current rate of occupation with regards to the maximum Covid-19 occupation reached in this

pandemic.
• Weekly increase in Covid-19 patients in hospitals and ICUs.

1 https://github.com/ec-jrc/COVID-19 
2 https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/databrowser/view/hlth_rs_bds/default/table?lang=en 
3 
https://raw.githubusercontent.com/owid/covid-19-data/master/public/data/vaccinations

Vaccination rates in some EU countries3.
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Situation and trends in some European regions3 

Table of current situation in Italy by region. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 

Table of current situation in Sweden by region. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 

3 https://github.com/ec-jrc/COVID-19/tree/master/data-by-region 

Table of current situation in Belgium by region. Colour scale is indicated in each legend. 
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Situation and trends in other countries 

(1) ρ7 is the  empiric reproduction number. (2) EPG stands for Effective Growth Potential, which is the
product of reported cumulative incidence of last 14 days per 105 inhabitants by ρ7 (empiric reproduction number).
Biocom-Cov degree is an epidemiological situation scale based on the level of last week’s mean daily new cases
(https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/189661, https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/189808).
3https://raw.githubusercontent.com/owid/covid-19-data/master/public/data/vaccinations

Vaccination rates3.
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Analysis: On the next semester scenarios for the COVID-19 epidemics in Europe. 
Estimations from USA, UK and Spain incidence levels. 

Introduction  

One of the main questions right now is what to expect this autumn and next winter in Europe regarding a 
possible new wave of the pandemic. While predictions regarding the long future are right now impossible, 
given the uncertainties regarding the ability of the vaccines to help in the transmission of new possible 
variants, different scenarios are indeed possible to stablish supposing that, in the short term, vaccines 
effectiveness is not going to change a lot. Or at least, this is going to be probably the case the following 
months. 

The evolution of the pandemic in the following months is going to be determined by four key features that 
are quite obvious right now: 

• The level of immunization due to vaccination of the population. 

• The number of people immunized without vaccination due to a previous infection. 

• The level of social activity that each society will return to during the next months, especially the level 
of social activity in high risk environment (large gatherings and mixing of people, indoors activity in 
leisure/work…). 

• The level of soft self-protecting measures like masking in interiors or public transport or at work, the 
level of at home work hours, … 

We are going to introduce an effective R0 that we name RL. This is the average people that a single active 
case infects for a given level of social activity and general compliance of measures in a given country or 
cohesive area (cohesive in terms of Non-Pharmacological Interventions –NPI–, compliance and social 
interaction structure among different groups). This RL tries to split the effects of seasonality, activity and 
social behavior from the ability of the virus to propagate. In this way, we split the ability of the delta to infect 
more with the ability of the society to control it. Thanks to vaccination, this RL is going to be lower than 
otherwise. Different countries with different immunization rates are going to have different growth rates in 
the future. 

European societies are slowly coming back to normal in the sense that the stronger measures are no longer 
implemented. Measures across Europe are either non-existent or focused in the limitation of a large number 
of infections in high risk environments. In this sense, RL right now is mostly determined by the number of 
such high-risk activities.  

In this assessment, we focus not on the growth rate of an epidemic wave but analyze future scenarios in 
terms of vaccination, soft NPI and an important compact we introduce in this assessment: the maximum level 
of incidence. 

Maximum levels of incidence. Vaccinations and measures. Epidemic growth cannot go on forever.  

A very famous saying in economics establishes that anything that cannot go forever it will stop. In this sense, 
epidemics waves are a clear example. Any wave of infections can grow pretty fast at the beginning but it will 
eventually saturate since there is a limit to how many people it can infect. 

However, there is a stronger limitation to growth, namely, the ability of finding new people to infect. Given 
that our social interactions normally happen in concentric circles, at a given rate of growth it is almost 
impossible to find new people to infect. It has been a constant of this pandemic that it has been impossible 
to detect two-week incidences larger than 5%. Actually, detection is very difficult above 3% given the problem 
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of any health care system to cope with such amount of cases. And still, the real weekly penetration has never 
been above twice this value, as we can induce from sero-conversion analyses in different countries like Spain, 
India or UK. We have always used this limit of 2-4% of the population infected in one-week incidence as the 
top that his disease can manage when we talk about countries or regions with more than one million people. 

We must mention that this kind of large number of cases have been reached with effectively no measures in 
place due to large social mixing. A key country in this sense was India, which managed to sustain this kind of 
incidences for some weeks and has reached a level of sero-conversion close to 50%1. In other words, India 
has been one of the worst countries hit with the delta (and previous) variant with a large number of high-risk 
interactions during some weeks, and inferred incidence from sero-conversion never seemed to reach a 10% 
a week, at least sustainably. 

We can define then a maximum level of sustained incidence that, for a given structure of interaction, 
cannot be overcome by the virus given the necessity to sustain large amounts of mixing. This mixing is 
precisely curtailed when cases pile up and hospitals starts crowding. We call this value IMAX, as the 
maximum incidence reachable by a given mixing level in high risk interactions. NPI interventions and the 
human response to warnings of a new wave naturally reduced this IMAX value. If NPI are implemented fast 
enough, public policies manage to reduce strongly this IMAX value before it is reached saving the ability of the 
health care system to function. As an example, in Europe, a lot of regions and countries have implemented 
measures that have kept the number of detected cases below 1% per week, probably keeping real weekly 
incidences below 3%. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Seven-day incidence according to age using Catalan epidemiological data2. Red line corresponds to data for 
above 50 years old, and the two dashed green curves represent incidence for 20-29 years-old and 30-39 years-old, 

being the larger incidence for the 20-29 years cohort. 

The key point is that this IMAX value will also be affected by the level of vaccination. The ability to sustain a 
large incidence is even more complex with vaccination that helps diminishing the level of transmission. It is 
easy to imagine large increases in subgroups of population with low vaccination rate finding it difficult to 
keep on growing at the same time given the inability to find the same number of unvaccinated people in your 
social group. 

                                                           
1 https://www.newsbytesapp.com/news/india/icmr-fourth-national-covid-19-serosurvey-results/story  
2 https://dadescovid.cat/edats?lang=eng  
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The data in Catalonia this last summer is absolutely key to prove this point (Figure 1). Soft NPI measures 
directed at preventing large level of mixing were implemented once the fifth wave of the delta variant hit 
Catalonia but not before it had growth in the younger cohorts.  

In Figure 1, we show the level of 7-day incidence for different ages in Catalonia. Notice that the difference 
in incidence between the cohorts is roughly a factor of 10. The difference is due to both a difference in 
vaccination level (around 10% for younger cohorts and above 80% of those older than 50 at the time) and 
the level of mixing or social activity linked to summer3. In the two or three weeks up to the first large increase 
of cases in the younger cohorts, night leisure reopened and a large number of trips, large gatherings, parties 
and high level of social interaction happened just at the time that younger cohorts celebrated the end of the 
academic year. This, plus Sant Joan festivities, allowed for a huge level of mixing among the younger cohorts 
in very high-risk environments. From our own analysis with local laboratories4, we know that delta was the 
main variant but that also the alpha variant was present at that time. 

This indicates us that high level of vaccination plus a minimum prevention of large mixing can reduce 
maximum incidences by a factor of 10. If vaccination is present at roughly 80% of the population and soft 
NPI are present that prevent large mixing crowds, Catalan estimates indicate that IMAX was around 7-day 
incidences around 0.3-0.5% for those cohorts with more than 80% vaccination rate, 10 times lower than 
the maximum without vaccination and without any measures 

This value is also in concordance with three other pieces of key data that we proceed to analyze. 

UK case data and analysis of vaccine protection from the USA 

Recently, the CDC has published a large study of the efficiency of vaccines in the country given the large 
amount of data involved, the fact that vaccination is heavily politized in the US and that, therefore, huge 
differences in vaccination rates are present among different US states. A trove of natural experiments that 
has produced highly reliable estimates of the protection. On the plus side, the number for prevention of 
symptoms (any kind of disease) that do help in limiting the transmission have been highly encouraging. With 
an effectiveness of 80%, vaccines prevent the development of symptoms. This means that vaccine protection 
against infection is indeed rather large.  

In other words, it is not impossible to think that a fully vaccinated population make transmission roughly 5 
times more difficult. If this is the case, it makes sense to think a similar reduction in the ability to reach high 
levels of incidence. This is, if we have seen 3-5% weekly incidence as the worst scenario, it makes sense to 
think that with vaccines this value should be around 0.6-1%. 

This value can be cross-references with the one UK present today. With a vaccination level of the adult 
population (older than 16) at 90% of the first dose (80% for the full vaccination) and, formally, without any 
type of NPI, cases have been around 30,000, with a 7-day incidence of around of 0.3%. UK thus present a nice 
check of the ability of a very high vaccination rate of adults close to 90% to reduce the IMAX to one-fifth. If we 
make international comparison where the IMAX has reached in any country, we see that it is ten time lower 
than the maximum we have established at 2-4%. These high incidences were associated with no active NPI 
present, just like in the UK now.  We must remember, however, that IMAX can be strongly affected by the large 
mixing situations or high-risk interactions and the ability to detect cases in a large wave. 

 

                                                           
3 https://biocomsc.upc.edu/en/shared/20210917_report_284.pdf  
4 https://biocomsc.upc.edu/en/shared/20210709_report_254.pdf  
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Figure 2. Cases reported in UK per day. Line corresponds to seven days average. Source; COVID-19 data portal UK 
government5. 

In this sense, the UK has never registered more than 80,000 daily cases. With strong interventions, UK has 
never reached more than a 0.8% weekly incidence. We cannot really know if, without NPI, UK would have 
reached naturally incidence values around 2-4%. What we can know is that, with full vaccination and no 
measures, the maximum incidence now is rather stable and half of the maximum peak ever achieved with 
NPI. 

In other words, a reduction of a factor of five in the maximum incidence when vaccination rates reach 80%-
90% in the adult population seems perfectly reasonable. In Catalonia, it was a factor of 10 in some cohorts. 
In Spain, at a global level, we showed last week that the differences were lower. Incidences in the younger 
cohorts where 3-4 times larger than the average. 

We can set then boundaries for the uncertainty in the ability of a full vaccination rate (in older than 12) to 
reduce the maximum level of incidence and transmission. At the lowest level it seems to reduce maximum 
incidences by a factor of 2.5. Being optimistic, it seems difficult that vaccination reduce incidences by more 
than a factor of 5 (being 80% the efficiency of vaccines against symptomatic infection the most positive data 
available). In other words, our analysis of UK and Spanish data suggests that maximum values of incidence 
can be reduce between 60% and 80%.    

Analysis of USA state-level data 

We aim now to see if this estimation holds when looking at US-state level data. States with higher vaccination 
rates should have reached lower maximum peak values in incidence in the present wave. The fact that 
vaccination has been so different across different US states and that neighboring states can have very 
different vaccination rates, can indicate us whether this reduction in the peak of cases is reasonable. 

US data has very different testing levels, so it is important to compare maximum in cases also with maximum 
in hospitalization to double check that the effect of vaccination is clearly visible and that the maximum levels 
of incidence and hospitalization correlate well. 

However, we must correct for an important fact. States that have had an important increase in cases, 
hospitalizations and deaths may have increased vaccination more strongly since the 4th of July. Peaks in 
different states may have happened at different points during the last weeks.  

                                                           
5 https://coronavirus.data.gov.uk/details/cases 
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We need to have an indicator of vaccine penetration that properly covers the vaccination level during the 
last months. In order to do so, we will use a very interesting fact of the vaccination process in the US. If we 
compare the ratio of people that were covered with a first dose the 4th of July, it is roughly the same ratio of 
those fully vaccinated this last week, with the exception of only 4 states: Hawaii, West Virginia, Illinous and 
Pennsylvania. Figure 3 shows the key graph. 

 

Figure 3. Relation between the rates of people full vaccinated on September 18th and with first dose on July 4th for the 
different states in the USA. Five states are highlighted for different reasons. 

The vaccination trajectories of these four states is markedly similar. We also include Florida, since it also has 
markedly different behavior in the next graphs to show that its vaccination process was rather normal. 

We now proceed to show the maximum level of incidence in each state taking the average of the two 
coordinates in the previous graph. A state that had 52% people vaccinated with one dose the 4th of July and 
now has 50% fully vaccinated people will have an average vaccination of 51%. In most cases there is no 
important difference between both numbers with the exception of the above-mentioned states. 
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Figure 4. Relation between the maximum weekly incidence since 4th July and the actual average vaccination rate for 
the different states in the USA. Three states are highlighted for different reasons. Colors indicate the current trend. 

We have divided each state in clearly below peak, still growing strongly or with slow dynamics. Those in green 
presents incidences right now well below than during the peak. Their peak of incidence of the last wave has 
clearly passed. Those in red indicate that the state has a strong growth dynamic, so the maximum weekly 
incidence will grow in the following weeks. Finally, in blue all the states where the dynamics is slowly 
decreasing or increasing, probably not far away from its peak. 

We can observe a general difference of a factor three at least in maximum incidence when we go from 35% 
to 70%. The data of the UK regarding vaccination rate is different due to the use of mainly AstraZeneca 
vaccine with a longer period between doses, and still using the same procedure would yield an average 
vaccination rate around 67% with a peak around 500. This means that UK would have a similar position to 
Hawaii. In a sense, UK seems to have a worst high incidence level than most US states with similar vaccination 
rates. It is important to remember here that maximum incidences are also influenced by the level of NPI 
followed by default by the population. So, mask use, ability to have large gatherings is an important feature 
not analyzed here. 

Analysis of USA hospitalization state-level data 

We want to check if these large differences observed depending on vaccination rate are also observed in the 
number of hospitalizations, we show here the key graph (Figure 4) that we think speaks for itself. We should 
mention that the equivalent value for the UK was 13, and for Catalonia with roughly a 40-50% level of 
vaccination it reached a level of 50 hospitalization per 100k people. Everything perfectly in line with the data 
from the US. 
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Figure 5. Relation between the maximum hospitalizations in the summer and the actual average vaccination rate for 
the different states in the USA. Two states are highlighted for different reasons. Colors indicates the current trend. 

Discussion 

Spanish, UK and US data all seem to suggest that a high vaccination rate significantly reduces the maximum 
incidence that the epidemic can sustain in a given country. From our analysis from US, UK and Catalonia, it 
seems very difficult that with vaccination rates above 50% the level of incidence that can be sustained by the 
epidemics is larger than a 1% real weekly incidence. The maximum of reported cases we have observed in 
most US states and Europe is below 0.5%. Actually, we only have found Israel with detected incidences 
around 0.7%, but Israel has very good detection system with very low positivity even when cases grow. 

Recent UK and US data are actually rather optimistic, since they point out to even lower values of maximum 
incidence as vaccination rates increase. In an optimistic scenario, high vaccination rate of around 80% would 
set a maximum weekly reported incidence at or below 0.3%. If the help from vaccines in the transmission 
holds, we can also see similar positive data in hospitalizations. 

We must notice that our analysis has not taken into account different NPI present in different states. The 
differences of peak values do not only depend on vaccination, but also on past immunity levels (past attack 
rate) and the presence of NPI. Still, the values we have observed in UK, Israel and Florida provide a clear 
worst-case scenario at different levels of vaccination. 

So far, if this data holds, the ability to return to a rather normal life where the number of NPI required the 
epidemics is way lower than in previous waves when vaccination rates reach 80% seems to us convincing. 
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Evolution of active ICUs in some EU countries 
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(1) Analysis and prediction of COVID-19 
for EU+EFTA+UK 
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(2) Analysis and prediction of COVID-19 
for other countries 
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(3)Analysis and prediction of COVID-19 for 
Spain and its regions 
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Methods 

(1) Data source 

Data are daily obtained from European Centre for Disease Prevention and Control (ECDC)6 and country official 
sources (when indicated). Daily data comprise, among others: total confirmed cases, total confirmed new 
cases, total deaths, total new deaths. It must be considered that the report is always providing data from 
previous day. In the document we use the date at which the datapoint is assumed to belong, i.e., report from 
15/03/2020 is giving data from 14/03/2020, the latter being used in the subsequent analysis.  

(2) Data processing and plotting 

Data are initially processed with Matlab in order to update timeseries, i.e., last datapoints are added to 
historical sequences. These timeseries are plotted for individual countries and for the UE+EFTA+UK as a 
whole: 

 Number of cumulative confirmed cases 
 Number of reported new cases 
 Number of cumulative deaths  

Then, two indicators are calculated and plotted, too: 

 Case fatality rate: number of 14-day cumulative deaths divided by the number of 14-day cumulative 
confirmed cases of 21 days before, to account for the average 21-day delay between diagnosis and 
death. 

 ρ: this variable is related with the reproduction number, i.e., with the number of new infections 
caused by a single case. It is evaluated as follows for the day before last report (t-1): 

𝜌𝜌(𝑡𝑡 − 1) =
𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡) + 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡 − 1) + 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡 − 2)

𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡 − 5) + 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡 − 6) + 𝑁𝑁𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛𝑛(𝑡𝑡 − 7) 

where Nnew(t) is the number of new confirmed cases at day t after applying a 7-day moving average 
to the new cases dataset, so that fluctuations (e.g., weekend effect) are smoothed. Updated 
methodology to account for weekend effect is discussed and explained in reports #1527 and #1548. 

(3) Classification of countries according to their epidemic level: the scale Biocom-Cov 

Countries are assigned a degree in the discrete Biocom-Cov scale, which aims to facilitate a simple way of 
assessing the situation of the country. It is based on the level of daily new cases per 100,000 inhabitants as 
follows: 

Pandemic degree Daily new incident 
cases per 105 inh. 

0 0 
1 0-0.1 
2 0.1-0.5 
3 0.5-1.25 
4 1.25-2 
5 2-3 
6 3-5 
7 5-8 

                                                           
6 https://www.ecdc.europa.eu/en/geographical-distribution-2019-ncov-cases 
7 https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/331959  
8 https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/332347  
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8 8-14 
9 >14 

 

(4) Fitting a mathematical model to data 

Previous studies have shown that Gompertz model9 correctly describes the Covid-19 epidemic in all analysed 
countries. It is an empirical model that starts with an exponential growth but that gradually decreases its 
specific growth rate. Therefore, it is adequate for describing an epidemic wave that is characterized by an 
initial exponential growth but a progressive decrease in spreading velocity provided that appropriate control 
measures are applied. Once in the tail, predictions work but the meaning of parameters is lost. 

Gompertz model is described by the equation:  

𝑁𝑁(𝑡𝑡) = 𝐾𝐾 𝑒𝑒−𝑙𝑙𝑛𝑛 � 𝐾𝐾𝑁𝑁0
�· 𝑛𝑛− 𝑎𝑎·(𝑡𝑡−𝑡𝑡0)

 

where N(t) is the cumulated number of confirmed cases at t (in days), and N0 is the number of cumulated 
cases the day at day t0. The model has two parameters: 

 a is the velocity at which specific spreading rate is slowing down; 
 K is the expected final number of cumulated cases at the end of the epidemic. 

This model is fitted to reported cumulative cases of the UE and of countries that accomplish two criteria: 4 
or more consecutive days with more than 100 cumulated cases, and at least one datapoint over 200 cases. 
Day t0 is chosen as that one at which N(t) overpasses 100 cases. If more than 15 datapoints that accomplish 
the stated criteria are available, only the last 15 points are used. The fitting is done using Matlab’s Curve 
Fitting package with Nonlinear Least Squares method, which also provides confidence intervals of fitted 
parameters (a and K) and the R2 of the fitting. At the initial stages the dynamics is exponential and K cannot 
be correctly evaluated. In fact, at this stage the most relevant parameter is a.  

It is worth to mention that the simplicity of this model and the lack of previous assumptions about the Covid-
19 behaviour make it appropriate for universal use, i.e., it can be fitted to any country independently of its 
socioeconomic context and control strategy. Then, the model is capable of quantifying the observed 
dynamics in an objective and standard manner and predicting short-term tendencies.  

The model and its results on predictions in European countries during the first wave has been published in 
Plos Computational Biology10. 

(5) Using the model for predicting short-term tendencies 

The model is finally used for a short-term prediction of the evolution of the cumulated number of cases (3-5 
days). The confidence interval of predictions is assessed with the Matlab function predint, with a 99% 
confidence level. These predictions are shown in the plots as red dots with corresponding error bar. For series 
longer than 9 timepoints, last 3 points are weighted in the fitting so that changes in tendencies are well 
captured by the model. Updated methodology to account for weekend effect is explained in report #15511. 

(6) Estimating non-diagnosed cases 

                                                           
9 Madden LV. Quantification of disease progression. Protection Ecology 1980; 2: 159-176. 
10 Català et al, 2020, Plos Comput Biol 16(12): e1008431, https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pcbi.1008431  
11 https://upcommons.upc.edu/handle/2117/332350  
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Lethality of Covid-19 has been estimated at around 1% for Republic of Korea and the Diamond Princess cruise. 
Besides, median duration of viral shedding after Covid-19 onset has been estimated at 18.5 days for non-
survivors12 in a retrospective study in Wuhan. These data allow for an estimation of total number of cases, 
considering that the number of deaths at certain moment should be about 1 % of total cases 18.5 days before. 
This is valid for estimating cases of countries at stage II, since in stage I the deaths would be mostly due to 
the incidence at the country from which they were imported. We establish a threshold of 50 reported cases 
before starting this estimation.  

Reported deaths are passed through a moving average filter of 5 points in order to smooth tendencies. Then, 
the corresponding number of cases is found assuming the 1 % lethality. Finally, these cases are distributed 
between 18 and 19 days before each one.  

Full methodology and results have been published in Plos One13. 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

                                                           
12 Zhou et al., 2020. Clinical course and risk factors for mortality of adult 
inpatients with COVID-19 in Wuhan, China: a retrospective 
cohort study. The Lancet; March 9, doi: 10.1016/S0140-6736(20)30566-3 
13 Català et al, PLoS ONE 16(1): e0243701, 2021. https://doi.org/10.1371/journal.pone.0243701  
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